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Xnuirr lluitlrrsitu Nrms
A Weekly Newspaper By Students F1·0111. Tlie Evanston,
Downtown, And Milford Campuses.

DON'T MISS MARAK.OFF
SOMEWHERE ON PAGE 3
VOLUME XXXI.

...

MUSKIE PROFILES ARE
ALWAYS ON
PAGE 6
NO. 3

CINCINNATI, OHIO, FRIDAY, OCTOBER 18, 1946

FLASH!
It was announced at press
Ume that Johnny Bennett's
Orchestra Sophisticated
Rhythm as you like it - has
been chosen to play for the
Halloween Dance.

FR.ESHMAN &
INSTRUCTOR
ARE P~t\PAS

XU NEWS SUBSCRIPTIONS
Students, alumni and alumnae may now have the weekly
8 page XU NEWS sent to
their homes or offices for $1.50
per year.
Money orders or
checks may be sent to the Business Manager, XU NEWS,
Xavier University, Evanston,
Cincinnati, Ohio.

Peel{ Of The
Week
Sun. Oct. 20-Mission Sunday.
Fri. Oct. 18-Tea Dance at
O.L.C. from 3 p.m. to 6 p.m.
in McAuley Hall
Dance at Mt. St. Joseph College 8 to 12 p.m. Everybody
welcome.
Sat. Oct. 19-The X.U. Musketeers play Miami University at Oxford, Ohio.
Game
time 2:30 p.m.
Mon. Oct. 21-Angels Highday for the Mermaid Tavern.
Tues. Oct. 22 -The Clef
Club will practice in Albers'

STUDENT ·COUNCIL
MEMBERS
There will be a meetlnr at
9:00 p.m. MondaJ, In Boom 10.

·-----=--=='=°"==='"'"·-:::•"'-~"::::;-==·7,;:;:=.;;:.o=c.7-'-·11.::.••'-l>''~·":~·p.1,.~'-"••=••=••=••.=•-;-=.-=o_ ;-----·------·-·---·•;;z~..,.;;;vt•-.

Hall at 7:30 p.m.

----·------•--r--•
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. PAGE TWO

Xuuttr Jtutuersttg NtUts

Xm·lcr Unh·crslty News, Octobi•r ts, l!Hll, wccldv exce11t during \'llcatlcm period.
Yo!. XXXI, No. 3, Xnvler University, llnmllton County, Clnelnnntll Oblo,
\B1·nnston. $1.00 per yen r.
Ap11llcntlon for entry us seeond-e ass
matter ls pemll ng. ,

..

S11bserl1Jtlon 1111.l!O per yenr.

'

Member
Jesuit College Newspaper Ass'n.

·
11

Let's Get
Acquainted

EEHI~·
.'·

MEET THE STUDENTS

':.
[This "Letters to the Editor" column is for an exchange of
John W. Cole spent his combat
time with the famed 45th Infantry
tJiews and serves as an open forum for free and frank disAssociated Collegiate Press ·
Division at Anzio, the French
cussion of any matters of interest to Eavier students, alumThe Catholic School Press Aas'n.
landing and into the Rhone 'valni, and f~ends.
Letters should be limited to 200 words,
ley and Central France. John was
must be signed but names will be deleted from publica":"
Intercollegiate College Press
,, awarded the Bronze Siar in· the
tion if requested.]
1m1ToutAL sTAl'F
Alsace sector when he fought as
is troubled. He rubs his pink
Strident Election
EtHtor-111-chlef ........................................................................ Robert E. .1acob11; '47 a member of a company's remears in puzzled speculation. How
)l11mtgl11" :t:1Utor ........................................................................ Thomo11 Jlnnnn, '40
t th t b di
t
b
d Dear Editor:
Xews l~tlltorM .................... Hownr1l Xnherh:tu!I, ,\.lfretl Sehlef, \Vllllnm l'nlmer, nan
a , . a y OU num ere
Cl11rcnce Hechlohl, Kenneth llecklenborg, John \\'mhlell
over a wide sector, snuffed out
Would it be a violation of any to find the good woman? He
t;xclmnge l:.tltor .................................................................................... 6eorire Vetter
Can you locate
begs your aid.
regulation
or worthwhile tradiSport11 Etlltor .................................................................................... Chnrtes Palmer a determined German push.
a
girl
of
his
screams
for him? .
AMsl11t1111tH1 Rohcrt Hummel, Rnl11h ,Jullnn, Howor1l Scott, Donold J.
tion of the university to re)leyrrs, \\'llllnm J,nlrntT, J.orr)- Au•tlng, Robert J, Coates, Chttrles L.
6er11CI, "ltlcluird Henkel, l'nul :t}rnst
apportion the seats on the student There are certain stipulations.
Fe1tturo E1llt<1r ............................................................................ Donal1l J. Sehenklng
council to give the several classes She must be beautiful, eultured, .
As•lstarnts: Arthur Schuh, Rnhcrt 1''ngnrty, ,J, ll11rr)' Moore, Cnrl R. Kromb
:SewH Dure1Lll Chl<'fR .... )l11xlmlll<111 J,11mmer11, .loNeph Dc•rnert, Robert Cunmore nearly proportional rep· quiet, innocent, wealthy, affecnhll(!Uun, Tom C111rk1•, ,Jatck llcCnllough, Alrre1l Schlef, ThomoM J,, J(enenly,
J11•e11h \\'. Cnllnhnn, \\'111111111 Hnckl11ge, Uohert Douer, .Jolm \V. C1111sln, .1r.,
resentation? Why should a fresh- tionate, graceful, •be able to recite - ..
,John Qnnclu~nbnMh, .luhn 14" linoe1tf1c, G11brlel .1. Jturtke, C. Chnrle IAtns,
man class of some 900 students- the works of Milton, and fire ·up
II. D"llnrd, J•"rn.nk C. llnlmert, .John J,l'lhohl, Clutrles llottlngly, J'out \V.
Uelley, Clmrle• llogun, Robt-rt Helmes, llnrll)·u l'. Jllh•erH, L. olllme11 Jlughes
more
than fifty per cent of the a furnace in winter. Marakoff has·
Re1111rters k Corre•1111111lenlM ..................... ;.................................. l'nul H, Bertke.
very troublesome furnace.
CIUlrll!s L\\r\dn, Itobert 'It. Hrucggemo)·er
·
student body- have only one
St-alf Photogopher11 ........................................................................ Rleh1tr'.d Boehle,
If you can assist him in his
fourth
of
the
votes?
lf
it
is
to
Hnwnrll Scnlt, .r. :Slbgen, Chnrles :t:, Koenig
StntT Artist ........................................................................................ Robert L. 'Vehr
function in the ·best scholastic search, Marakoff will be grateful
HUSIStiSS ;\IANAGE.\i:t;XT
and
social interests of the stud- to the point of thanks.
"""'"""" )J1i11111rer ..................... _......................................................... Jiunes Birely
Cole
McCa!ferty
Marakoff
· Assl11tnnt Du11lnesH lhu111ger11 ........................ Jerry llullornn, Daniel O'Donnell
ents,
The Student Council must
Clrculntlon llanll!l'<>r ............................................................ Eugene .J. Frledmnnn
Editors'
Note:
Local
libraries
Edward
A.
McCafferty
received
be organized more equitably. We
l'uhllc Uel-:1111111• ................................................ ,J, Horry )Joore, ,Jock Cossin, Jr.
:t"ncully J>lrector
Etlltorlol Ad\·l,.er
be
prepared
for
an
unprecedthe
Distinguished
Flying
Cross
by
would
be
at
best
indifferent
to
,l1111e1•h J,lnk, ,Jr. •a;;
Victor C. Stechschulte, s.,J.
(The vlewH ontl 011l11lo11s ns e:q>rc•se1l by \"orlous featur., writers, columnl•t• virtue of seventy missions as a the Christian
and ,. democratic ented demand for the works of ·
ond Jl'Uest writer• do not necess.. rlly ex11rcss the oft'lelnl opinions of the
bombadier
with
the
310th
Bomb.
principles·
of
Xavier,
if we allow J. Milton.
Xawler Unh·erslt)· Admlnlstrntlou.
llatters of olflelol noture ap11eorlng
•
tn the NtiWS will be so 1lc•lg111tte1l.)
.
Group. Ed's Squadron performed any clique or pressure group to
An Apology
tactical missions against bridges control student activity~
and gun emplacements in Corsi-'
A. L. Morath Dear Editor:
ca, Italy, the Brenner Pass closAs is often the case, one must
Junior
ing and. the-invasion of Southern
sometimes retrace steps .... such
•
is true in this instance. ·
France.
Hell Week
On Thursday night, prior to the•
Dear Editor:
J
ohn
Carroll contest, it was my
Joe Albers graduated from
Pm writing in answer to a
Freeman Field, Ind., and was letter which appeared in the displeasure to deliver what, in
sent to the E. T. O. in February Oct. 4th Xavier News Bee Hive some quarters, was regarded as
• Thumber Lax About Etiquette
1944. He spent a year at Ridge- regarding "Hell Week," but I'm a scathing indictment of student
HE THUMB is a powerful weapon, a magnetic force well, England piloting B17's with a veteran, and after an ab· spirit or. lack of same. Actualwhich, when accompanied by a sincere smile, draws the the 535 Sqdn. of the 38lst Bomb. sence of 4 years from school, I'm ly I intended no reflection on
individuals; it was my intention
onrushing motorist to the curb. All thumbs extended along G~o~p, . and was. awarded the finding. it difficult to regain the to
to build a fire under what
Victory Parkway anywhere near the Xavier campus are as- D1stmgmshed Flymg Cross after habit of study.- lf you're willing I try
sincerely believed to be a
having
completed
thirty
one
to
call
out
the
R.
O.
T.
C.
with
sumed by motorists to be part of a Xavier student. Sonie
dormant and 'negligent attitude.
motorists ask whether or not you're an Xavier man; others combat missions over Germany. fixed bayonets, I might cooper- If
some sensibilities were aroused,
ate with the foolishness of a
·take it for granted. Many Xavier grads and friends of our
may I offer an apology but most
"Hell
Week,"
but
I'm
too
·busy
school make it a daily practice to pick up thumb men along
to put up with it unless forced important of all, may I compliVictory Parkway. And so we come to this:
to
do so. As
far as "school ment you students for your
If you're not ·picked up by a passing motorist or two,
spirit" is concerned, I belong to loud, sustained and enthusiastic
don't make your hurt feelings known by gestures and comthe Clef Club and will Jom support of Phil Bucklew and the
ments at the driver who missed the wonderful opportunity_
.others, as time and ability permit. team on Friday. The first step
of driving you your way. Xavier is judged by the actions
to the real meaning of MuskeJC, A Freshman.
of its men away from the campus as well as on the campus.
teers .... "All .for one and one for
.If you are picked up, thank the driver immediately for givall" .... certainly
materialized
ing you a lift; let him know that you're a Xavier student;
Marakolf Muaea Marriage
with heartening forecasts for the
Albers
Ahlrichs
and when he drops you off, thank him generouslry once again.
STUDENTS! Marakoff chuckles future.
AI Stephan Class of '38
Elementary, you say. But oh how few observe this Bill Ahlrichs received the over his. bowl of soup. He is soon
• • •
simple rule of hitcih-hiking etiquette. Remember: A few Bronze Star and the Purple Heart to look for a good wife. Marakoff
A Swing At The Y eia
words of appreciation may seem like small things, but your for pulling three men -out of the has seen the green leaves wrinkle
'
courtesy to one driver today. is tomorrow's ticket for a ride line of fire, while fighting in the and slip from the frost .bound Dear Editor:
~t's time for us men of Xavier
Appenine Mts. in Italy. He was saplings too many autumns. He
for a fellow student.
wounded by a sniper while knows the time has eome for him to face facts. In spite of all the
Court"esy pays.
recovering the last man. Bill to swallow . the master key of high sounding phrases mouthed
(Con.tinued on Page 8)
,,,, Mark Twain once averred th(lt" he was not disturbed by what he participated in the Rome-Arno, holy wedlock. But, students, he
Valley,
and Appenine
did not understand in the Bibl~.
What worried him, he said. Poe
Mountain Campaigns.
were the things he did understand. ·

~·
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• T lie Hist01·y Of T lie Ros,ary

Aid To Soviets
In 1-945 the USA lend-'1eased to

ETS

T1!E QUESTION of the history of the rosary has attracted Russia 632 steam locomotives,
much attention in recent years, causing historians to plus 6,854 trucks and buses; 2422
study thousands of documents and manuscripts. Although a freight cars; 5572 motocycles; 21
number of Popes have given credit to St. Dominic as being merchant vessels; 52,327 teleIn order to have knowledge of the total income of veterans who
the sole institutor of the rosary, more historic evidence is phones; 53 4,000 truck tires; 2,4oo,are employed while attending school, the Veterans' Administration
being sought to support present findings.
ooo barrels of gasoline.
Prayer counters have been used by all nations. As early Food gifts to Russia in 1945 in~ is sending through the mail to the veteran, Forin No. 7-1961, Estimate
as the 4th century St. Paul, the Hermit, was known to gather eluded 310,000,000 pounds of of Compensation from Productive Labor. If you receive one of these
300 pebbles and to throw one away for each prayer recited. meat; 106 milion pounds of lard; Forms, fill it out completely and return it to the Veterans' AdminSt. Francis Xavier found a string of beads being used among 81h million pounds of butter; 110 istration, Cincinnati, O~io, as soon a,s possible after you receive it.
the Buddists of Japan. Marco Polo discovered the King of million ,pounds of sugar; 36 mil· Failure to return this form immediately to the Veterans' AdminMalabar using the same device for a prayer counter and we lion pounds of vegetable oils. istration . will cause a complete discontinuance of your subsistence
If you do not receive one of these Forms, do not worry
know that the Mohammedans' "'J,:~sbih" is similar to our 'Exports to Russia averaged allowances.
1
rosary.
$293,000,000 a month; imports a bout it because . every veteran will not re~ive one immediately,
Before the 12th century the Pater Noster was the prayer from Russia $6,000,000 a month. only those who fall into certain categories due to outside employ·
of repetition, in fact in some continental languages the· rosary
. -Nation's Business. ment.
• • • • •
is known as the Pater Noster. It was the Sons of Dominic SIMONOV'S BURDEN •••
around the 13th century that began reciting 150 Ave Marie's When Konstantin Simonov, soIf through a change in your schedule or .because of the dropping
instead of 150 psalms , customari'ly rec'ted
b Y mo n as t'ic orders viet author and· newspaperman, of a course your attendance time. drops below 12 credit hours,
at that time · At the completi'on
of 10 iAve Mar'e's
the me a·1· was leaving this country for Rus- make· it. a point to notify the Veterans' Office immediately. Such
tated on one of the Divine M Ysterie
· s· Becausel 0 f th'Y
notification may save you frorni having to make a refund to the
pracsia, he carried, in addition to v t
• A ·
·
t1'ce it seems that a certain degree of hon or sh ould blS
·
e erans
dministration .in the future for over-paid subsistence
e given suits, caps, watches and ties for allowance.
St. Dominic
andhhis followers. . . . ,
himself the follow·n·g •t m f
• • • • •
Wh
d'd
.
,
1
1 e s or
-·
? ere i t e r?sary receive its name and w~at does it his wife: two fur-trimmed coats,
Any veteran who is now attending the Xavier Downtown Col- ·,
mean. A legend which ~overe~ ~he complete con~men't was eight pairs of shoes, six hats lege and_ who is also attending the Day School should lease ·make
that a ddevout
reciting
· th v t' Off' · P
Bl
L d monk while
t H'
A h the Ave
ed hMarie11 had
d ,the from Lilly Dache', lingerie, 24 thi's fact known to M t', B eumer m
e e s
ice as soon as posedssef
ah~ a Ji>pear 0 dll1lt.h s . et pray
s ed PU e rose- pairs of nylon stockings, five sible. This action may bring you increased subsistence
b. u s rom is 1ips, weave
em m o a gar1an , and placed leather 1bags, 12 Reynolds pens,
• • • • ·•
•
it on her head. The word rosary really means a garland of three radios, 12 belts, and a host
All veterans under Public Law 16, or those who have submitroses.
of _other items, including a re- ted application Form 1900 to go into P. L. 16 training are asked to

""'

•.•

.Lt~ing O?le's faith

is the. best method of defending it.

frigerator.-The Ave Maria, July, see the V. A. Training Officer in the. Vets Office in the Student
1948.
Union Buildin1 ·at their. earlieat convenience•
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Nelson, Crosby And Link
Sell ·Bonds A.t Kenwood

....

·:·;:;.

...

Byron Nelson, golf pro, looks on as Bing Crosby, idol of stage
and sereen, autographs $500,000 in War Bond Pledges on the sturdy
back of Xavier's young Ass't. Prof. of Economics, Joseph Link, Jr.,
chairman of the city's USO- Golf Match at Kenwood Country Club
a few years ago.

-BING A.ND BOB, _4T IT A.GA.IN
/

·,;;

With his movie partner and Number One golf enemy, Bob Dope,
Binr starts out for a rugged round of golf. It's a foregone eoneluslon that between strokes and quips, the conversation will
eventually set around to which team is the better, the Pittsburgh
.
Pirates (Blnr's interest) or the Cleveland Indians (Bob Dope's).

Educatiori

• By y ehr

CUFF
STUFF
,,,

FORUM

MA.RA.KOFF,
)lYTHICA.L CAMPUS
CHARACTER, TAKES Lecture Series Anriormced
TO SPORTS
The Xavier University Forum

Marakoff was having his neat committee announced today the
white beard trimmed in the dorm following guests to appear on the
last Thursday when he was lecture Series for the 1946-47
given a letter from his good season at Taft Auditol'ium:
friend Olaf Johnson. Johnson,
Hon. Clare Gerald Fenerty,
known as "Swede" in MinneSunday, Nov. 24, 1946: "The New
sota,. invited Marakoff to come
Challenge and the Old Faith."
hunting in the northern forests
George E. Sokolsky, Sunday,
next week; and, as he is a famous deer hunter, he readily December 1, 1946: "The Clash of
accepted.
Civilization."
Next Wednesday then, when
Louis Bromfield, Sunday, JanOrion holds his diamond-set uary 5, 1947: "The Root of Our
sword down on a dark horizon, ITroubles."
Marakoff will set out with the
Louis F. Budenz, Sunday, Janrestless, lean-bellied hounds of uary 19, 1947: "In Two Camps."
Xavier in quest of the noble
Fulton Oursler, Sunday, April
buck. Over lake and stream, 18, 1947: "Let Freedom Ring."
through. bl'ier and fern G.I. and
Rt. Rev. Msgr. Fulton J. Sheen,
Slug will
snuff
D t
·
... k' out the prey
a e t o b e announce d : "Th e
.
Bellowmg, var mg, grow1mg, W Id
d th F 31'th "
.
or
an
e
snar1mg,
t h ey w1'11 b oun d b eh'm d
. •
the antlered foe. When the
All lectures ~eg1~ at 8:30 p. m .
hounds have trapped the great and membership ~1ckets for all
deer, Marakoff, sportsman that i ~ectur:s, now available at $4.00
he is will cut off the animal's 1 mcludmg tax, may be purchased
head' with the trusty knife. Ah at 625 Sycamore St., Cincinnati,
students! what finer life is there Ohio.
than hunting deer with knife
and hound?
Only one per cent of the vetTrophies will be mounted in erans of World War Il have obthe library where all may look tained loans under the GI Bill
and wonder at the ability - of I of Rights for homes, farms, and
Marakoff and the hounds of business purposes.
Xavier.
-Veterans Administration.

YOU MUST DAVE KNOWN
ABOUT ••••
Frank Dougherty, BTO of Louisville, Ky. fighting a lost cause
for the South in most of the English classes. .... Ralph Linneman,
popular Georgetown U. footboll
king, 1with wife and old cronies,
holding popular regular ·Weekly
bull sssions at the Alms Hotel
Grill each Friday evening. .. ..
"Tony" Elsaesser, X Alumni
booster and "charge de affairs"
of the Cricket and Wiggins in
town, ·Planning some special X
super de luxe service and dishes
for the coming year to accommodate ·the new stoods ..... Joe Alexander, another Xavier ·booster, entering his 8th year as Manager of the RKO Albee Theater
on the Square. .... Barry Nolan,
Asst. Manager, and Dan Dickey,
Reservation Manager, Ho tel
Netherland Plaza, ·the Queen
City rendezvous of millionaires,
-back at .the fronidoor rwelcoming back "X" men to their "night
spots of note" - the Patio, Arcade cr3ar, .cocktail Terrace, iFrontier Room, Grill, and latest but
not ,leastest, the lu.xurious Restaurant· Continentale with .the
lee Follies. .... Mel Deininger,
"commisar" of the iFountain
Square Hotel, hanging out his
welcome sign at the Music Box
for .the social set at X .... and
the next time you lads are in
Cincy, ·be sure to drop in to see
"The" Miss Kroger at the Gib'
FOPS IN-WAX-Vol. 2 King
son .... what hospitality, what
Cole Trio. Capitol's album recordiality, what conversation,
lease of their top-flight trio
what Xavier spirit~ what •perprovides near-.
ly thirty minsonality .... ah "Death, where is
utes of today's
thy- sting" ..... Bal Pennington,
best record enXavier man of .the pigskin in the
t e rt ai nm en t.
Na:t "King'!
days of Socko Wiethe, Lee Sack
Cole (pianoand Ken Jordan, back at his invocals), Oscar
surance desk getting "special
Moore (guitarist),
and
deals" for the X Lads. .... Clay
Nat "King" Cale Johnny Miller
Rambeau, !former asst. to Dan ·
(bass) dip into the song hits
Meyers, congenial manager of
of the past and produce memorthe Hotel Alms, assuming his
able song and instrumental
stimulation. The album offers
new duties as Manager of Jimmy
four 10-inch discs with these
Brink's Lookout House..... Clay's
titles in standout: I Don't Know
the man to call for that spedal
Why and I'm In The Mood For
Love, both with King Cole
floor tab1'e when you need that
vocals; and, as instrumentals:
extra special touch for that exTo A Wild Rose and I Know
tra special lady..... Tom and JerThat You Know. Here is music
with inspired arranging and a
ry's on Fourth Street in downjazz beat . . it's King Cole
town .Cincy, putting out .the best
Tl'io Time!
steak in town (when available)
for a few of the Musketeers;
probably prejudiced now since
VOCAL ALBUM - Decca ha::.
The Andrew Sisters in a five
the proprietor's son is a Xavier
l'CCOl'd album containing the
stud~t•.t... Leonardtt C. Gart~ekr,
songs that made them famous
prommen young a orney, pie and kept them at the top. All
ing· up his books for resumption
sides are in the effervescing and
vivacious style typical of the
of classes at OiLC and Xavier
Andrew gals. Some of the best
night college..... Tom Geogheran,
remembered: Bei Mir Bist Du
Jr., insurance wizzard and known
Schoen, Ap,Ple Blossom Time,
Pennsylvania Polka, Joseph!
to the younger set as "SpendJoseph! and Beat Me Daddy.
thrift Tom," returning from the
ND-ILLY game with 'tales of
wonder about the Fighting Irish
VOCAL STANDOUTS- Colum(.that is, .before he saw the Musbia issues Dimi.h Shore's hit
kies at Corcoran Field) ..... Dr.
selection, Two Silhouettes, from
the Walt DisDan Steible, former editor of
ney producthe Xaverian News in the days
tion Make
of the '34's and '35's, and one of
Mine Music.
This goes
the "news voices" of WKRC with
down as one
Xavier's Bob Otto '30, holding
of Dinah's
forth his new English classes at
best. On the
reverse,
she
that exclusive and popular fin·
sings That
ishing school for Cincinnati's
Dinah lhoro
Little Dream
Catholic Debs .... Our Lady of
Got Nowhere. Liltin' Martha
Tilton sings You Make Me Feel
Cincinati College..... Mons. R. M.
So Young, an effective rhythm
Warner, Xavier LL.D. of the '30's,
tune, and Somewhere In The
and .popular Pastor of St. LawNight, a ballad (Capitol).
rence in Price Hill, assuming his
Eddie Howard and. Trio make a
superb recording of the hit that
new duties as President of the
is currently sweeping the counElder High School Council with
--trr.-To Eac1& His Own; then he
Joe Tbesinr, Notre Dame pig, with band reverses to Careless
(Matestic). For a good femme
skin specialist and Asst. Xavier
voca of To Each Hil Own:
coach, running his interferen~e.
Trudy Irwin on a 4-Star label.

i

j

Ber, Mae! ·What'• tbe Prof look UkeT
/

SUPPORT 'SCHOOL
ACTIVITIES

i
EFFECT MUSIC - Baud Meets

Scrc11Un1lc11. Bo1d Raeburn, who

has the most falked of band in
the country, waxes his best of
the year. Raeburn produces
effects, not moods. In Sti·avinsky, Boyd does a subtle threepart descriptive: Pai·t One introduces the band as it might
be in a pre-Stravinsky cyclefast, with tricky effects, as any
modern type bnnd might play
it. The cycle closes with a drum
break which . also introduces
Part Two. This represents the
epic meeting of Boyd and Stravinsky. The part closes with
another drum break to open
Part Three .. Here is the modernist Racburn of post-Stravinsky
influence, whose defiance of
tradition has excited nationwide attention. The reverse, l
Have· On·lY Eyes For You, has
a David Allyn vocal (Jewel).

J

DANCE-Woody Herman and
his combo from within the band
play a fast jump-Fan It. Featured arc the
vibes of Red
Norvo,
Woody's vocals, and solos
by tenorman
"1''lip" Phillips,
Bill Harris
( irombone)
and Sonny
Billy Butterfleld

B e r m a n

(trumpet). Backing this. up,
Woody and band play Blowin'
Up A Storm. Solos on this side
that mte special mention:
Woody an clarinet; Chubby
Jackson, bass; Billy Bauer,
guitar, and Sill Harris, trombone (Columbin). Capitol makes
a scoring with their second
Billy Butterfield release: Sharp
Scarf, an adnptation from Chaminacle. Solo honors nre divided
between Dutterlicld and Bill
Stegmcyer (clarinet). Both augment the effectiveness of other's
passages. On the reverseRumors Are Flying, with a Pat
O'Connor vocal.
-Sam Rowland

NEW AND WORTHY

IMPRESSIONS IN WAX
THAT'S MY HOME - Gene Krupa,
dance (Columbia)
NIGHT AND DAY - Run Ca1e,
dance (Victor)
YO EACH HIS OWN-The Ink lpot1,
vocal (Decca)
AREN'T YOU KIND OP GLAD WI
- DID - Vaughn Monree, dance
(Vlcter)
HANGOVER SQUARE - Rar McKlnler. dance (M•l•1tlc)

·-·----·---··----------
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Day In, Day Out •••

THE SOCIAL .WHIRL
By Jack Cassin ancl Gabe Hartke -

Ka1npus
Kc1.leidoscope

Soek And Buskin
By Frank C. Balmeri

LEGIT"'"'"'" With. the opening performance of "Lute .Song"· at the
Cox Thursday night, the theatrical season in Cincinnati has .become
For the unusual in food, for the ing, showy "Calypso Joe" and
a dazzling reality. This American version of a Chinese classic is
By Bob Dauer
European taste, for enjoyable "Cakewalk" numbers .... Gayle
remarkable in its spectacular settings, colorful costumes and detmd Bill Bocklage
meals in pleasant surroundings .ttobbins, emcee, holds the reigns
lightful musical scores. .The story itself is a charming tale of
.... the Spa, Kemper Lape Hotel, firmly right up to the closing
extra-ordinary marital fidelity. (A plot which should be used
McMillan & Kemper Lane. Cin- bars of the show .... Four ·bells
cinnati's only Smorgasbord of- for tpis one, 1boys! At Glenn
Ah, these wonderful days of more often, we think.)
• • • •
fers a wide variety of food .... In Rendezvous, emcee Jackie Whal- brown October ale .... Bob CunPOPS-,Five "Pop" Concerts wi.Y .be presented during the
a dining room colored by blue en, ex-GI, gives with a new line ningham relays one of Father
glass brick .... neon lights shining at a fast pace .... the Lester Cole Boylan's best, his description of coming season at the Music Hall beginning October 20, Reu·ben
Lawson conducting. Lanny Ross, tenor of radio fame, will be solothrough .... at table for two or ten Debutantes are tops as they vo- loss ?f equilibrium. . A drunk
ist at the Concert Sunday night. Other soloists and conductors to
.... enjoy such succulent dishes as calize on many old favorites ·and standing on a corner with a key
chicken chow-mein, swiss steak, a medley of v. Herbert .... dance in his hand· waiting for his house appear are John Quincy Bass, pianist; Oscar Strauss, composer of
"The Chocolate Soldier," Morton Gould, and Andre Kostelanetz. ·
turkey & dressing, baked ham, duo Grace & Nicco break all to come by..... Bill Steenken ar- ,
•
• •
Hamilton met and sauerkraut. rules for getting laughs .... Wally riving on the campus, causing
FOOTLIGHT FROLics-=-Glad to see vaudeville back at the
Start at one end of the loaded Johnson's Oreb. and the Yvonne basketball hopes to soar. .... Hal
table and wend your way around,
Perri busy as a beaver, wishing Albee. Here is the schedule as we have it:
October 17-Three Stooges with Fred Lowery and Dorothy Rae.
taking as you go helpings of dethat the baseball season would
October 24-Freddie Slack and Orchestra with Ella Mae Morse.
licious chicken, tuna, salmon or
soon end. It distracts him from
October 31-Louis Prima and Orchestra.
potato salad .... pile your plate
his great interest in football. .. ..
November· 7--Donald O'Connor Show.
high with cold meats .... these,
Dick Boehle attempting the imNovember 14-Gene Krupa and Orchestra.
aroun9 mashed potatoes swimpossible! . Trying to cajole the
November 28-Mickey Rooney Show.
ming in beef gravy, make you
two campus canines into having
forget your cares as you eat and
their pictures taken together. .. ..
• • • •
drink; while you relax and enJack Cline's bestowing all about
MIKES: Those of you who have enjoyed the radio antics of
joy life. Reasonable prices key-.
that friendly smile, the trade- Oscar Levant and Alex Templeton will be glad to hear that both
note this novel experiment (for ·
mark of his home, "the Cheerful will appear in Cincinnati as .soloists with the Cincinnati Symphony.
Cincinnati) in food of Messrs. 1
City", Louisvill.e ..... Bob Benkert Levant, who recently rejoined the board of experts on the InforStrees and Dreidame .... Lunch-I
wondering if it's true that Father ·mation Please show will ,be featured at the concerts of November
eon (11:30-2) tickles your pocket
Dietz patches his cigars with 2 and 3. 'l'empleton, whose summer radio show received such
book for only $1.10 .... Dinner
Scotch tape. ·· .. did we detect the favorable comment, appears a t th e Mus1c
· H aII. on N ovem b er 23-24.
(5:30-8:30) ups the ante to $1.65.
grace of a feminine hand in the
• • • •
After dinner try the connecting
posters Larry Austing used in his .
ARTisi:s: The world-famous pianist Artur Rubenstein, appearsupper club, where Ruth Maclncampaign? .... if Xavier is going mg as. the first guest !n the Artist Series, thrilled Cincinnati music
erny and Helen Durey hold forth
to participate in all intei:collegi- lovers - Wednesday night with a magnificent interpretation of
at the piano from 8 p. m. to 2.
Smorgasbord At The Spa
ate ·"Minor sports", they have Chopin's profound compositionS---foi:. the pianoforte.
For dinner before the game, for
the nucleus of a real handball
• • • • •
an enjoyable evening after the Armon Dancers round this out as team (that's not handbook) in
CIN~MAGIC: Legion of Decency rates these pictures . . •
show, this column h~artily recom- a good second this week. Tucked Dick Haege and Bob Wiegel..... "'J;~ree Little Girls in Blue" Unobjectionable for General Patronage
mends the Spa. Throbbing Latin away with little publicity is Tom Kenealy being regaled by "Sister Kenny ..........................Unobjectionable for General Patronage
rhythms fill the air at Beverly Zimmer's on Madison Road .... Father Mooney's caustic comment "No Leave, No Love" ..........Unobjectionable for General Patronage
Hills these days as that club cele- fine wines and sandwiches for (enacted) upon army life; .... Joe "Killers" ............................................................ Unobjectionable for ·Adults
'
·
brates its 10th anniversary .... the.. the connoisseur .... inexpensive, McGoff puzzled about "push but- "Angel on My Shoulder" ............................Unobjectionable for Adults
Lecuona Cuban Boys keep the too!
ton" weather.
The worst that
"Black Angel" ................. ;"'-·"""""""""""·Unobjectionab~e for Adults
place alive and jumpin' with .... ADVANC:E NOTICES: The can happen when his push butcatchy, South-of-the-Border tunes Golden Gate Quartet open tonite ton radio fails is to be stuck with
FINAL NOTE: ·For. an evening of musical entertainment make
.... Frank Libuse deflates the big- at the Latin Quarter ably sup- WOKY's Qld Folks Jamboree.....
a date to see "Bloomer Girl" at the Emery Theater starting Monday
gest ego with a burlesque of legit ported by comedian Coley Worth Dick Maher pleased with the
Cast of 100 with 17 truckloads of scenery and costumes.
·
performances of the concert stage and the acrobatic Edwards Bro- newest
of Xavier cheers; it gives
1
•
•
•
•
•
.... Artini & Consuelo, dance styl- thers. Tonite and tomorrow: Ray him an opportunity to use his
SYMPHONY PROGRAM
ists, introducing smooth •ballroom Robbins at the "Farm." Tony mellow baritone..... Tom Clarke's
The
following
program
will be presented by the Cincinnati
steps .... the Kathryn D u ff y Cappa at the Topper Club this remark about a famous playboy,
Symphony
Orchestra
Friday
afternoon at 2:30 and Saturday eve"A tragic victim of fortunate cirDancers score again in fast-mov- week-end .... remember him?
cumstances" .... Jack Kelly, mas- ning at 8:30 in Music Hall.
O~e~ture, Obero~ .................................................................. Weber
Cash Prize For Photos
ter of repartee, quipster par ex-V1ohn Concerto m D-Minor,
This is a reminder to all students concerning the photo contest cellence, expressing his opinion
Opus 47 .................................................................................. Sibelius
announced last week in the NEWS. A few entries have been sub- of one of the beauties working at
Intermission
mitted, but more are needed to make an interesting and compete- the un_iversity, "She's the girl I'd
.Symphony No. 5 in E-Minor,
.
tive contest. Don't forget the deadline, November 1. Refer to last most hke to be shipwrecked with
Opus 64 ........................................................................Tchaikowsky
_, week's issue for the simple rules of the contest. Can you use $5.00? on an uninhibited island" ....
Gu~s~ conductor will be .Efrem Kurtz. Guest violin soloist will
Masque Club, please take notice.
1
COMING!
John Leibold recites Shakespeare be ~atr1c1a Travers.
Friday, Oct. 25
as well as John Kieran ..... Bob
THIS WEEK IN CINCINNATI
ELLIOTT
Gehring, in class, despite a bad
case of hay-ride fever ..... Len Oct. 18-19 - Second pair of Concerts by Symphony P. rchestra at
Music Hall.
LAWHENCE
Schooler and Jack McCarthy in
Oct.
18-19"Lute Song" at Cox Theater.
Covert 1.25 No Min No Adm . a garrison finish, as they fly from
the Avondale campus to the Oct. 20- "Pop" Concert, at Music Hall with Lanny Ross.
Oct. 20- "Jazz at the Philharmonic" -Taft Theater.
WILL HAUSER / Downtown College for their class Oct.
21-27 - "Bloomer Girl" at th~ ·Emery.
Onlg
~ OtUr ay
Saturday, Oct. 26
in Marriage, in which it seems
1.00 Covert. No Adm No Min
strangely enough. all the ·mar- Oct. 23- "Jazz Concert" with Eddie Condon at the Taft.
Sat. 1.25 Covert. No Adm No Min Covert 1.25 No Min No Adm
ried men receive "C's" and all
Castle Far111 available for private
the single men "A's" ..... Pat Sutparties every nll1 except Saturday
hoff going on record as saying
By John W. Leibold
that Elder
beat Purcell,
which statement will undoubt- , "L':'te ~on.g,"
~rst of the Theatre Guild Series to .be preedly ·bring him offers of all ·Sente~ m Cmcmnati this s~ason, opened at the Cox fast night. The
p~ay is adapted. ~rom a Chinese story and•.was one of the dramatic
kinds of wagers.
hits of .the ~ear m..~e~ York. Billed as a "spectacular musical and
dramatic trmmph, it is the first show of the season to rise above
th~ standard of lewd comedy set .by preceding plays. Presented by
TAX STAMPS WANTED
Mich~el Myer.berg, adapted by Sidney Howard and Will Irwin, and
~ow is the time for all good
st~rrmg Doll?' ~laas and Yul Brynner, it is a production worth the
men to gather every available price of adm1ss1on.

The Talk of Xavier

•

• •
•

•

•

• • • • •

• • • • •
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Too Important To Forget....:.
The tremendous value of milk a·s a natural
~nergy restoring food makes it an essential
1n every st.udent's diet.

!

§
i

at the switchboard in Hinkle

t?e

WHITE VILLA GROCERS, INC. 537 EAST PEARL ST.
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Good Adver.tising? Seen in
lights on a local downtown thei ater marquee: c1uny Brown _....
It. Shouldn't Happen To A Dog.

§
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-F.--- No Smoking In Class Roo.ins

J. H. FIELMAN. DAIRY_ CO.
2519 Vine Street
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Xavier University Even_ing College News

EVENING COLLEGE
BOOSTERS CLUB
PLANS BIG .YEAR
The Boosters - the most active
student organization .of the Evening College - is planning a
1946-47 social whirl of Cassin
column caliber.
The October
fourth kick-off was the Get Acquainted Dance. With this suecessful season opener on record,
(successful meaning· not a few
fellows were) - in taking home
girls that they -- well, "got acquainted with" that night. The
Boosters is already considering
a fall .~ormal follow-up sometime
in ..November'.
Ma?y Xavier newcomers are
surprised to learn .how m~ny
XUEC dances, skating parties,
hayrid:s, etc., are the outcome of
Operations Boosters; but as the
Club's president, Frank Espohl
mentioned, "Last year, . The
Boosters managed to 01:ga mzte. a
dance or some other socia1 ac ivity at least once a month. This
fall we're going to try to schedule a program of fun time events
to satisfy the entire student body
-:- eve11 though this probably
means 1,1·20 of them."
Agreeing. with this policy are
the other Booster officers: Martha Anneken, Vice President;
Eileen !Howell, Recording Secretary; Kathryn Luskey, Corresponding Secretar-y; and Constance Holte!, Thelma Dinsmore,
and Ruth Geiger, Consultors.
At the coming annual-.November election, the Boosters will
vote for 19~6 officers froi;n the
eighteen candidates nominated

by faculty representatives and
the present Booster officers.
The Boosters unique feature is
its uniqueness.
This Club has
no treasury.
Once a student
becomes a Booster, he is a Booster for life.
(Whether the no
dues angle has• anything to do
with this, l don't know.)
At
present there are about one bundred Boosters. Any student who
has completed two Xavier semesters is welcome to join this
select group.
Fast becoming a Xavier tra·dition, is the annual Booster Ball
held each spring, at which a
Kni ht and Lady of Xavier are
cho!n.
Every X student _
Booster or not is invited to the
ball· and an
student _ Booster\~r not, ~ay be a candidate
for Xavier Knight or Lady.

X

Catholic Action Group
Sponsors Penny B<izaar

Rumors
Are Flying
By

JJ-larilyn Hilvers

<:::::..<::::,.<:::><::~:;:..c;:::::,.<;;:::,.-;;;:::.-~~<;;;>.-.;:::.
XU NEWS - head and shoulders above any other collegiate
publication - in the rail;i at the
XU-JC game,
t h a t was.
(Please, Editor
Jacobs, it's only a rumor.)
MR. HARKINS, Busin es s English
teacher, describing a corr e s p ondence
Marilyn
courtship, "We
were Waterman wooing."
BILL SCHNEIDER will put
that ring on BARBARA KOTTENBROOK'S finger sometime
in November - that golden wed1
ding band.
"- BUT YOU CAN'T PLEASE
ALL OF THE PEOPLE, etc.. "
Early last Friday evening .the
crowd of vets and other ·Xavier
men reading/the first floor bulletin board was. large.
A strong,
silent type voiced from the rear,
"Well what's new?"
His answer 'from an even stronger silent:r type, "We're going. to form
a contract bridge club." Goody.
·

Since the club was formed in
1940, The Boosters has. not only
planned nearly all Xavier e.xtracurricula~ activities, but also it
h.as funct10ned as a Student Council, and has acted as a p~omotion agent to further ~he ideals
and spirit of Xavier throughout
t~~ school. App~eciative recogmt10n should be given The Boosters' time sacrifices whenever a
social event for ~avier is, held.
Wha.t .say. we. conh~ue a grateful
participation m their 194~-47 un·
dertakings? Boosting The Bo~st- M~
ers will prove to ibe .boosh.ng
I OIDO
good ti~es and good friendships
UNITED STATES FORCES IN
at Xavier.
AUSTRIA _ Robert R. l.'i.ichey,
'husband of Mrs. Ruth M. R.\chey,
591 Stanley Avenue, Cincin.nati,
26, Ohio, has been promoted to
•
the rank of First Lieutena1'.'t
By ~1m Hul!_hea
. - whil~ serving with the Finance
MIAJ.\U TRIP: Speaking of views, two buse;; are bemg Division of General Mark w.
chartered :by Kappa Sigma Mu, combined fraternity and ~or- Clark's United States Forces in
ority from Xavier Universi~y Evening Col.lege, for ~he ,?Cav~er- Austria.
Mia""~
game'• Another fme
group,
this organization
.n •
to m
. duc t'ion in
. ·to the
••'f"
•
. .
t ·has
't !r'nor
functioned both as a Xavier activity and as a separa e um A
.
t b
1943 h was
0
at one time, composed of Xavier University Even!ng Co~lege e;m{o ~~ ·b c ~a~r~ and Che:ringStudents who have had at least four semesters m busmess t P Yeh Yb
0 f Commerce
t. Oh' · He
or commerce and who have been recommended and chosen Bo~,ld' amc· er.
. 't sh own is
. reallY grat'f
·
md mg,
by a picked board. The sp1r1
1 ymg.
t d fmcmnaPi, rcell10. High
They really know what ft means when it is said, BACK gsrah ual ec· .romt· . uJ
incmna i in une, 1937 ,
c oo
STUDENT ACTIVITY! . . . t h at
.
d t't d d X .
U ·ver·si'ty
th
B
t
f
th
an
a
en
e
avier
·
d
b
goes. for all Xavier. . . . Due to sore
y
e
oos ers o
e
.
. . m .
the toils of war the group's fra- Downtown College. On Friday, Evening College, Cmcmnah. .
ternal element is lacking - that October 25, this informal way to
His· parents Mr. and Mrs. Wilis it is mostly sorority now - so "meet those guys you know to see liam H. Richey, l~ve. at . 6242
f~otball players please note that but can't think of their name is Benneville Street, Cmcmnah, 30,
about two ibusloads of women are scheduled." Remember you Xa- Ohio.
following you to the game Sat- vier University Evening College
urday! ! "Gasi Mu," as the group men, this is stag so come on time No Smoking In Class Rooms
fs known has promised the back- so that you don't miss out on a
.
hl e h an d - or w h a t ever ................................................." .......
ing it can, give to all Xavier do- pinoc
ings.i Nothin" backward about choice you have in the way of
Drugs-Wines-Stationery
them.·
..
cards! ! The party will start at
Tlie A.be J!aumring
• ·• •
8:30 p. m., (or after classes, stuPharmacy
HOW ABOUT SOME CHEER dents) with an admAli'slsionkchargfet
3618 Montgomery Road
XAVIER UN- of ,fifty cents.
co e, so
EVANSTON
LEADERS FRO M
drinks potato chips and· pretzels •
·
IVERSITY EVENING COLLEGE? .
' .
'
,...,.... _ .._ ............- ........................
d '
d will .be mcluded. Shades of preHere's a new thought a van~e war days! Here's a good chance, 1 ~·1>-------------'f
by several. peopl: as ~o why g~rls veterans, to do something you
from Xavier University Evening like with a good reason, too. The
College are not cheer lead~rs. Booster Club is working for you,
The matter is to .be tak~n up im- work for them. BACK STUDENT
mediately and w~ll be given con- ACTIVITY.
sideration. The important ques·
tion is, "What do you students
think a.bout it?" One girl has alCINCINNATI'S FINEST
Wholesale Grocers
ready volunteered for cheer
leader and she would be a good
BANDS
one. !Let's have comment on
this all men and women of Xa·
C4LL MAIN 2855
vier!

For111er N•1ght
an p •

l

•••
•

ed

VIEWS .-BY HUGHES

By Jina Hughea
Keynote to all activities of the Vetarcus Club is Catholic
action.
What is Vetarcus? Vetarcus is a branch of the
Catholic Students Mission Crusade unit composed mainly of
a group of men and women from the Downtown College.
Through the monthly meetings and communions, this small
but staunch Christian group is doing its part in helping the
too much forgotten mission. First activity on the Vetarcus
Club social program with all proceeds for the missions, will
be a Penny Bazaar on November 24. A novel idea and repetition of like events in pre-war years, King Penny will rule
in the lounge of the Fenwick - - - - - - - - - - - - Club.
Committees have been working
for more than a week now in
order to insure a lot of fun for .HIAD INIFOR THE
all. The attractions offered are
fALL
WARM·U'-.1,
eye-catchers. pitch-penny, cake
raffles, and some surprises are in
store - not to mention the lovely creatures on the various committees! (Yes. I know them.)
During the war this group was
held together by attendance on
the part of the young women and
wives of those men in the armed
service. Meetings were held in
the St. Louis Church ChancelJory as they had been previously.
Of the men only one remained
so that it can be easily said that
Vetarcus is composed of veterans in both the male and female
element.- with one former WAC
who did foreign duty in New
Guinea Australia and the Philippines. Close cooperation on the
part of Monsignor Kuhn of St.
Louis Church as Moderator, with
Larry Haverkamp, President of
the group, is helping to reestablish the · streamlined post-war
unit. Surely the fine work of
this unit cannot go unmentioned.
The first post-war meeting, held
last May, had the largest attendance on record. Shortly after
Comfort teams up
that a Card Party was held. in
with warmth
the Fenwick Club Lounge which
proved very successful. Came *B.V.D. WARM SPUN
July and a s:vimming Party was
given at a private pool. A large
number of older members and
1'..l'iends attended and enjoye~ a
buffet supper after the
. ·swim. .
The mission fund was increased
excevdingly through efforts like
B.V.D. Ruggers Shirts are
these. The generous checks sent
famous for freedom of fi~,
to the missions in remote Ken.
plus &tyling that keeps a man
tucky, Nt·w Mexico
an d out of
the countn· are direct results of
looking smart, both on and
•
. .
th
those efforts ... ThlS 1s real Ca off the job. This Warm
. .
olic Achoo.
Spun Ruggers Shirt has
------------something extra, too!-it'a
woven from a specially soft,
warm all-rayon with a
worsted feel. *Tebilized for
crease-resistance. Flexible
Fit Collar-looks right with
or without a tie. 3500 commercial laundries guarantee
washability!

*RUGGERS SHIRT

·4.so

Raincoats
Umbrellas
·Rubbers
Galoshes

for men, women
and children.

t

FLACH BROTHERS

For
GOOD TASTEGOOD HEALTH

• • • •

• • •

STAG PARTY FOR. XAVIER
UNIVERSITY EVENING COLLEGE MEN: A. stag party to be
held exclusively for all Xavier
University Evening College men
is the second social event spon·

CHRISTENSEN
.4ND FIFER
Z512 UNION CENTRAL BLDG

2nd and Vine Streets

·cincinnati, Ohio

MILK

~~, ... An Independent Since 180
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SCORING JINX BROKEN; Redsliins Eye
X DEFEATS J CARROLL X. U. M11sliies
~

•

(Continued from Page 1)
from all over the country are
expected to watch what promises
to be a very interesting ball
BI~VE
game. The stadium only holds
10,000 people, and the "Standing
By Charlie Paluwr., News Sports Etlilor
Room
Only" sign will be out
Thanks 'to the educated toe of John Donadio, the Muskies edged out the John Carroll Blue Stn~aks 7-6 at Corcoran well before game time.
Probable starting line-ups for
Field last Friday.
The Xavier score came toward the end of the first quar- th-e Xavier-Miami football game
tomorrow afternoon at Oxford,

EDUCATED TOE OF JOHN DONADIO
EDGES OUT
STREAI(S, 7-6

.. ·-·-:-·· ..,._

...... "'.' -·

-·~

ter when Murray Redmon, the Detroit speedster, dashed 33
yai:ds on a reverse to score standing up.
Then Donadio ~~~~~~s:.eights are given· in par- ~:;J'
booted perfectly through the uprights.
The victory marked the
first Xavier triumph of the season, and also broke the scoring
f mine existing at the Musketeer
a
lair.
The battle for the most part
was a rather dreary slugfest on
a rainsoaked gridiron.
With
the exception of Redmon's run
and some nice passing by Bob
McQuade, the Blue and Whites'
offensive threats were kept to a
minimum.
Although offensive
blocking seemed to be better,
the backs \Vere very slow in getting started, and were constantly mowed down in the secondary.

Wt.
Position 1. • ..· · ·
~hawed ~ome heads J:IP football Xavier
Daum (195) .:...................... L.E.
m the m1Cl~le of the line. GlueHaner (205•) ........................ L.T.
fingered J11n De Franco should
Graven (175) ..................... L.G.
see a lot more work at end, on
his showing in F'riday night's
Vikertosky (183) ................ C.
Helmers
(200) .................... R.G.
game.
Tepe
(205)
........................ R.T.
Miami Offe1·s Stiff Contest
Donadio
(190)
.................... R.E.
The Muskies will find themTrombetta (180) .............. Q.B.
selves up against much tougher
McQuade (170) ................ L.H.
competition tomorrow afternoon
Redmon (180) .................... R.H.
at Oxford, when they face the
Conway
(200) .................... F.B.
Miami Redskins.
Miami who
Wt.
Position
has bowed only to Purdue, fea- Miami
Hoover (170) ...................... L.E.
tures a fast charging, hard runLe Compte (180) .............. L.T.
ning eleven, that ·hasn't ·been
Grueser (180) .................... L.G.
scored upon since the Purdue
game. However, if the Blue
Dietzel (200) ........................ C.
plays the kincl of football they
Speelman 075) .............. R.G.
Punts aml Passes Chief Offense
are capable of, the possibilty of
Less (200) .......................... R.T.
Practically the whole Carroll an upset tomorrow is not too
Weber (170) ...................... R.E.
offense was tied up in the long remote.
It's a certainty that
Wiechc (170) .................... Q.B.
punting talents of Tom Kelley, Sid Gillman will know his chargShoults (175) .................... L.H.
and the passing of Regis Long- es have been in a ball game.
Perseghian 090) .............. IUI.
ville.
The latter although not
Johnston (180) .................. F.B. •
.¥avier. J. Carroll
even listed on the squad roster,
5,
7
PETER T. MARINO is Chicago's major contribution to the MusFirst
clowns
threw some sweet forwards. His
keteer varsity of 1946. Pete makes his home in the Windy City
long pass to big Ed Posipanka Yards from
where he attended high school at Lane Tech. Lane is a large school
scrimmage
159
207
in the fourth quarter accounted
of some 10,000 students and it has produced some of the finest foot15
for t:1e Streak score. However, Passes attempted 21
ball players of recent years.
By Larry ;lusting
a bad pass from center nullified Passes completed
4
5
When Marino first came to Xavier in 1940 he proved to be a
the attempted placement by Kelfirst-class
guard and by his Sophomore year was a regular for the
ley.
Later in the last period Passes interThis past week two of Xavier's
cepted
3
4
Longville threw a thirty yard
arch rivals, the University of Musketeers. Pete was a prominent figure in Xavier's successful '41
aerial to Moran, and it looked Yards from
Cincinnati and the Dayton Fly- campaign, and was also one of the. mainstays on the '42 Muskie line.
passes
61
as if Carroll might score again,
Pete came back to Xavier last spring after spending three and a
97
ers, tangled on the Flyers' Field
but an alert interception by John Intcrceptecl 1>asses
wilh U.C. emerging on the half years in the Navy Air Corps, where he saw quite a bit of the
returned yards 2
Picciano ended the threat.
8
long encl of a 19-0 score. Day- Pacific.
Although weak on offense the Punting average 27
Pete is a thick-shouldered, well built lad standing 5' 9" and tip33
ton employed
a tricky 4-4Musketeer defense looked very Total yards, punts
2-1 defence that throttled the ping the scale at 190 pounds. On the offense, he is a hard-blocking,
returnecl
23
good.
Jim Daum played an ex20
Bearcats until the third quar- fast moving gu~rd; and on the defense, he packs a lot of cruel power
ceptional game at end, · while Yarcls lost penter when Stephens and Sa- into his tackles. Pete knows all the tricks that a good guard should
Carl Tepe and Mike Vikertosky
alties
0
25
·bato sparked a 61 yard march know. He has a habit of being the fifth man in the opponents back- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - to payclirt. In addition to the field and of breaking up their plays before thex_ have a chance to
hard driving Sabato and the develop.
Marino has been handicapped so far this year by injuries. Early
shifty Stephans, quarterback Don
McMillan, center Floyd Shorts, in September, he hurt his shoulder on the blocking machine and was
and Captain Elbie Nickel looked unable to practice until a week before the SL Ambrose game. No
good as U.C. racked up their sooner did his shoulder heal, than Pete injured his leg. This ailment
third win against one defeat.
kept him from doing his best in the Kentucky game, and benched
Dayton now has a record of him during the John Carroll encounter.
one win and ·two defeats. Their
Much of the Xavier success in weeks to come will depend on
other loss was to Miami 35-0. whether or not Pete is in top physical condition and able to play his
Passer Castignola, hal13back Paul usual brilliant game.
Reichert and Art Box seem to
to those participating. Also on
be the men to watch in the Flythe program will be boxing,
ers' line-up.
baseball, tennis, golf, ice-hockey
Up in Bowling Green a surif possible, handball, volley-ball,
prisingly strong Falcon eleven,
fresh from a 12-0 victory over.
The 'Physical educ.ation pro- badminton, etc. Wrestling will
Ball State, held the mighty gram will get under way as soon begin as soon as mifts are proMiami Redskins to a 6-0 decis- as the fieldhouse is prepared, cured, while swimming is already
ion. The Redskins rumbled up Mr. George Hiatt, Physical Ed- under way with classes from
9: 30. to 11: 30 on Monday and
and down the field all afternoon
but could cross the goal line ucation Director, announced this Wednesday at the L. B. Harrison
only once, Halfbacks Minnich week. He further related that it pool. Negotiations are under way
and Knierman, and left tackle would take a few days for the now for the procurement of the
Rideout played the best game gym to be cleaned, and some Friars pool, and the Fenwick
for the Bowling Green outfit.
time for individual physical pool, if enough interest is shown
·
Athletic Dircctol' Phil Bucklew is seen greeting the new basket-; Meanwhile in Athens a power- exams which
are compulsory in the sport.
ball coach, Lew Hirt. Mr. Hirt was at Xavier recently to complete ful Ohio University team, that before any student can begin
Credit for all intramural sports
arrangements for basketball practice, which will begin soon. He is had beaten Western Michigan physical education.
will be given, and it is suggested
well known to southwestern Ohio fans because of his outstanding 25-7 just seven days before, rolIntramural six-man football that all those waiting to play on
teams at Hamilton Public and Hamilton Catholic. Coach Hirt will led ove1· Muskingum 38-0. The and basketball will begin im- teams should begin ol'gamzing
1
continuo to reside in Hamilton, and remain in private business. 1
(Continued on Page 7)
mediately with credit being given their own as soon as possible.

Pre-Views

BUCl(LE\V GREE'rS NEW COACH

Phys. Ed. Program
Plans Conipleted
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THE FINISillNG TOUCHES TO VETS' HOMES

AS I SEE IT:

Tins Weel~

Spo1·ts

111

By Dick Henkel
"No rest for the weary," and none for our Musketeers either!
Tomorrow's batte with Miami pits X against another high-flying
aggregation which will be favored to emerge from the tussle on the
large end of the score, calling our attention to the schedule our
boys have had this year. Kentucky, the best outfit of the ten to
be met this year, made short work of our lads, but the Miami and
UC games arc still question marks. What we're driving at is the
fact that Xavier still has the opportunity to better itself at the
expense of the Redskins from Oxford and the Bearcats, both highly
rated nationally. A win in either contest would be a terrific upset, but even a short score would do much for Blue and White prestige. Now that the end zone has ceased to be forbidden territory
for the Musketeers, it may be that the score against John Carroll
was just the shot in the arm the lads needed. Last week, despite
their first victory, the squad still lacked offensive punch inside the
twenty yard line, and if they ever do ·find themselves in paydust
regions it may be that Coach Bucklew's efforts towards wide-open
play will begin to reap their reward.

FOR SALE OR SWAP
FOR SALE: Used grey gabardine overcoat size 44. $22.50. See
Jack Cassin at school, or at 3663
Groedale Place, Hyde Parle
Picturecl above is a scene from the Heral<l Avenue 'Operation
LOST AND FOUND
Homcfirc' where workmen arc finishing u11 family units for Xavier
LOST: Eversharp pen, Gold
Vets ancl Faculty.
cap, blue barrel.
Name: .Jim
McHale, stamped on the side.
Finder please return to Bursar's
ofiice or to owner.
Reward.

Moe Eyes Tl1e Church Is To
Ca111111;s Sce11e Excommu.ni.cate
Slav Off1c1ols

issued Monday, 14 October, by
the Congregation of the Council,
highest disciplinary body of the
Catholic Church. This clecretum
excommunicationis was handed
clown by Francisco Cardinal Marmaggi, head of the Council, with
the concurrence of the Pope, and
was ordered printed in the Osservalorc Romano.
Although excommunication is
not as severe as anathema, and
in this case is more for the protection of the Church than punishment of the individual, it was
hailed by sorne Vatican prelates
as the opening of undeclared
warfare against the communistdominated zovernment of Yugoslavia.
According to the Vatican, the
Church never will name those
involved, but will leave it up to
the consci0nces of those concerned as lo whether the decree
affects them.

A FAR CRY!
With married folks becoming
nearly the rule rather t•han the
exception on college campuses
these days, such stories as this
run in the Indiana Daily Student excite no undue comment
... Under the head, "Busy Stork
Can Count on I.U. Aid,''-, officials
on the Bloomington campus announced that the University was
ready to join hands with the
stork. Arrangements were made
with the Medical center at Indianapolis so that 1wives of students may receive maternity care
at the William H. Coleman Hospital for
approximately $71.
College, 1946 - a far cry from
what it used to ·was!

550 pounds. Scatback Jack Chap-

=
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NEW--

SHEET MUSIC

MANUFACTURING

SONG SHOP

Of more than 800 French Jesuits mobilized during the war 25 •
34-36 E. Fifth St.
were killed in action. T.wo bun- •
dred twenty !Were shipped as
~~~~~~~~~~
slave labor to Germany.

*

~'

*

LOST: In Room 22, One EngIish book "Unified English Composition".
If found please return to the Registrar's ofiice.

* * *

LOST: One Parker "51" Fountain pen with gold top and
brown body.
Please return to
Registrar's office or to Charles
Schulte.
Reward.

"' "' •

•

ice cubes
Christopher Columbus
woul<l never have discovered America!

:--= ~.

i

HAT

((

• •

LOST: One Parker "51" set
with gold top.
If found, please
return to Registrar's office or to
P. J. McDonald.
Reward.

1

RECORDS

,,

LOST: Brown pen and pencil
sel by John A. Picciano. Reward.

sllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll~
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GREETING CARDS

'

*

ENGLAND

•
•

..

LOST: One note book belonging to James Clancy.
Owner
may pick it up at the Registrar's
ofiice.

•

The library is doing a land office business these days. Why not
install a comic book section for
those less inclined to mental
gymnasti_c_s._ _ _ _ __
Don't l\liss l\larakoff and His
Campus Obsca·vations in Each .
Edition of the News

man is the outstanding player §
on the team and is rated with :

•
•

•

FOUND: Signet Ring, initials
Seventy-eight sons of Xavier "J.H." Report to the Registrar's
were killed in action or in train- Ofiice.
*
•
ing
accidents from 1940 to 1945.
Slow: 1Say, Moe, you've 1been
FOUND: Founl:flin Pen and
around so you ought know the
Ring.
Inquire Freshman Dean,
illl~'NTION XU NEWS
dens of iniquity.
Room 111.
JVIIEN
ANSJVEIUNG
ADS
Moe: Yeah I know the dens of
iniquity.
Slow: Well teach me the steps
will you? I'm getting tired of the
waltz.

•

(Continued from Page 6)
Bobcat first string only played
about a quarter, but they averaged better than a point a minute as they slashed to three
touchdowns and added two conversions. The entire line played
flawlessly
with
outstanding
efforts by Thomas at left guard
and Kerns at right tackle. Dick
Hodna, hard driving fullback,
ripped off sizable gains.
Marshall smarting under the
39-14 defeat at the hands of U.C.
tied Toledo 14-14. The Thundering Herd has one of the largest lines in this part of the country with the combined weights
of their tackles alone being over

• •

LOST: A black leather billfold.
If found, return to RegisA sweeping decree, excommu- trar's office or to H. Borgman.
nicating Marshal Tito and all
• • •
members of the Yugoslav govLOST: One ring King note pad
crnment, and all those who took
part "physi.cally or morally" in containing Logic notes belongthe "trial" of Archbishop Slep- ing to Charles McHruber. Please
inac, Primate of Yugoslavia, was return to Registrar's office.

• • • •

I would rather hear you say,
"I am a sinner," • than hear you
say, "I don't need religion." For
if you say, "I am a sinner," you
will look for a Redeemer. But if
you say, "I don't need religion,"
you are your own god. And if
you are God, then I am an a theist.-Ful ton Sheen, Catholic Hour
address, March, 1946.

WANT ADS
Aclvcrtiscments for the XU
NEWS Want Acl column are to
be submittecl before Saturday
noon of each week.
Notices
arc accepted without charge
from students or alumni members.
PART TI i\I E SALESMAN
WANTED: Selling advertising
direct to manufacturel's. If sufficient time, salaa·y; part-time on
Call l\IAIN 6662,
1comntission.
Robert 0. Bal'Clon.

XAVIER MEN'l'OR PROVES A-1 PROPHET . . . .
· "Uncle .Phil" Bucklew, who is wasting no time making his
presence known around Zinzinnati, went out on the limb last week
via the Cincinnati Post's football predictions feature and managed
to outwit the gazette's staff of six sports writers with his selections
for games played over last weekend.
Our genial grid coach and
athletic director proved his football wariness ·by naming the winBy Moc Fogarty
ner in ·fifteen out of the twenty games listed, tying Tom Swope of the
Will the student who lost his
Post on that score, and gained an edge on Swope by calling the score
head in the rush to get out of
of two games right on the button.
We can't say how Buck feels
one of the classes please claim it
about the matter, .but we do know there are a lot of men on the
at the Registrar's Office?
campus who would like to consult him when certain cards show
* * "'
up on the campus each week ... line forms to the right, gentlemen!
Someone with a little energy
Centering the spotlight Dept.: - We nominate Mark Craven, and ambition could make a small
Muskie football manager, as the number one optimist as far as fortune by collecting and re-rollplugging his boys' abilities is concerned. Have yet to hear a pes- ing the innumerable half smoked
simistic word roll off his tongue, and he plays sixty minutes of hard cigarettes found in the corridors,
football with his eleven men on the field. We're for you, Mark; This is a business with a real fudon't say die! ... Murray "Rompin' Rabbit" Redmon gets our vote ture; no butts about it.
as the player of the week giving X its first TD of the season.
* "' •
Speaking of corridors,-which,
IACOBUCCI FINISflES TR.MN ING FOR BOUT if you will remembe1·, we were,Tomorrow, Iacobucci winiJs u1> ti·aining for his bout against does anyone (except those afBenny May on Monday at the Music Hall. Iacobucci has a splcnclid flicted with claustrophobia) have
record of 20 wins in 22 starts, and is fighting a man with not as the feeling of being crowded
an impressive victory record, but who has performe<l well against while using them to go (a eusome of the country's top-notch maulers. If Pat can annex a vic- phemism meaning smashing your
tory, he will have hurtled a large objective in his quest for national way) from one class to another?
Safety dictates that we should
recognition.
stay in our own lane and rememTackle 'em low - Tackle 'em neat - Most of the brains are ber to use hand signals when
turning. If the rules for four
are in their feet.
Don't brush 'em - just kuff 'em - Drive 'em low - Drive lane traffic on a two lane street
are obeyed, we will be able to
'em hard - each man.
say honestly, "We of Xavier UniAll for One and One for All - Xavier Musketeers.
versity have the safest corridors
•
We can't all play a winning game.
Someone is sure to lose. in Cincinnati."
* *
Yet we can play so that our name no one may dare accuse.
So
Word has come to us of the
that when the Master Referee scores against our name, it won't
unfortunate sailor found swimbe whether we've won or lost. But how we've played the game.
ming toward shore. He suffered
-Ling Po.
from loss of sloop.

Msgr. Slieen Says:

PAGE SEVEN

COMPANY

-

E
-

Isabella, Queen of Spain, hal caskets full of jewels.
She had velvet robes and silken gowns and handsome
hand-made shoes. But she had no electric refrigerator!
So the jewels were pawned. Three little ships set out
against the sea.
And Columbus happened on America back in 1492.
Fantastic? Not really. In Isabella's day, they tried
lo keep food from spoiling by spices brought overland
at great expense from India. Columbus believed he
could reach the Indies by sailing westward on the unknown Atlantic. '!'he rest is in the history books.
Poor Isabella, with all her clumsy luxuries, never
dreamed of ice cubes - nor any of the miracles of
modern electric living!
Though electricity plays such a great part in today's
comforts and conveniences - you're scarcely conscious of eiectric service. That's because it's always on
hand - all you want - at little cost.

118 East Sixth Street
=
Cincinnati, Ohio
i1111_1111111111111~1111111111111111_1111111111F.' ..__ _T_H_E_c_1_N_c_1_N_N_A_T_1_G_A_s_&_E_L_E_c_T_R_1_c_c_o_._ __,
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Ma1·. Boling
Has Colorful
,4
C
drmy areer

;_

(

BEE. HI VE

Con•r:bu•e To The
Missions Sunday

different. than that of the army does exist, stronger than any preor navy. He griped while he was vious year.
" "
"
(Continued from Page 2)
in the service against rules and
Capacity crowds at football
by its representatives lauding its regulations. The .authority of the games and an eager following of
...
wonderful spirit, that "wonder- army was someth~ng to be flaunt- the teams comprise but a small
(Continued from Pqe 1)
X . U .
't
d C l
1 ful" spirit is at an all time low ed wherever poss1ble, and Ile has part of school spirit.
Its real contribution since the need for
avier nfivtersi ty an. ho o~e The propaganda used to raise it~ adopted the same attitude toward dbjective is the betterment of the financial aid for the missions has
unn are or una e in aving
.
the school
institution in
ry ha 0 f 1't
D
Major Victor L. Boling as As- level has been at times subtle, at
·
.
'
eve
P se
s never before been so great.
sistant Professor of Military other times blunt, ·but to date,
Strangely . enough, th7 Vet hfe.
Mission Sunday is the opportunScience and Tactics. Major Bol- has accomplished little.
hon~stly believes that he is. con- The social calenda.r at Xavier· ity for those individuals who
ing is a product of the Reserve
At the risk of bringing down ferring a great honor on this in- has not yet been inaugurated; cannot give personal service for
Officer Training Corps, having the wrath of the st~dent .body on stitution n:ierely ..by ~tten~in.g hence, t?ere has been n~ chance the salvation of·souls -to give at
received his initial training and our head, our studied opinion is classes, whereas, m reahty, it 1s for Xavier to turn out m force least a portion of their income
that any lack of enthusiasm is the school that is doing the for the school. As to the point for the propagation of the faith.
directl_y traceable to the Veteran greater service.
. of advancin~- the univ~rsity, no
The Society to aid the Missfons
Group on the campus. The maThis "isn't a trade school or one student can be condemned. Ev- is the official mission collecting
jority of Vets in college have of those army schools. Yo~ won't ery man is here to. gain all. he agency in the Archdiocese of
'·'",.,.,,,,,,,,,,,.,,,:,,·••.->-'<.: flooded. the country dealing with be stamped with a seal of ap- can from t~e Je~mt educ~ti~n. Cincinnati.
Contributions for
"The Vet and Education." The proval when ·you graduate and Every man. is seriously strivmg Home and Foreign Missions may
consensus of opinion of the writ- automatically marked for success. to be~~~r hi;;eu,d as. any profes- be addressed to The Society to
1
ers of those stories is that the Ve.t You get out of college what you ~or
threa \ Y admit, a~d he~ce Aid tile Missions, the Rev. Edis a conscientious student solely put into it, not ~hat it puts into oost . e af rXea ~ ou standing ward A. Freking, Director, 5100
· t eres t e d m
· s t u dy an d prepara- you.. 1nstea d ·o f 1oo k'mg upon repu a 1ion o
av1er.
S hattuc avenue, Cincinnati. .<\ •
m
.
tion for his future. From read- school activities as inane anachA perfect example of the real
ing these articles the Xavier Vet ronisms of college life for teen- spirit at Xavier can be seen evhas adopted a "holier-than-thou" age stude~ts, these activities ~·1; day, in the corridors,. in the ff~! y~!~tavorite records
attit~de and seems to be constant- should be viewed as the fulfill- 1 rary, everywhere on the camly 1bearing the burden of his ment of the ideals of a univer- pus. . To see an. older vetera~,
It's the
if noble charge. "What, go to a sity. ~articipation in extra-cur- ~~nd~~capped by his abse~ce fr~m
CAPITOL RECORD
pep rally? Support the football ricular activities give rise to the T
~h for .~everal years, so~ic- 1710 Vine St~:!:1p PA.J'22'1
team? Such frivolity is not for spirit we want to see back at i
e ai of a recent high
001
me! I am a Vet; I am here for Xavier. Don't be afraid to come sc
graduate, and thankful for
greater things than your juvenile out of that shell of reticence ~he ~elp ofh onle ~o~e' fort?nate, : •: -:·:==:·:==:·:-:•::=:·:==;jJI
activities!"
that shielded you during those is a ru; sf oo s?1r1t, not m the 1111
0
Those are minor incidents,- but years in the service.
of
word, •,•The
1:1•1:1
are indicative of the trend of
Two Vets
Jo 0 km0 f e 1;ensi e, rea istic out- 1'11'1
Major Boling
thought, for this is exactly the
'
co ege men.
commission at the University of attitude taken by so many. Per• • ". •
C. Hogan, J r . :11•1:1.
is the
.1.1.l.1
Oklahoma where he graduated haps not consciously, but their
Tlie Spirit 111 Willing
in 1939, 'proof that the ROTC ideas of college have adopted an PEAR EDITOR:
:·: Place
to meet where folks· 1111
QUEEN CITY
1111
·
produces good officers.
entirely false attitude toward
A minority of the student body
downtown want to eat.
:•:
After a brief period of TD as college life.
is of the opinion that there is
BLUE ofPRINT
CO.
:•:
1111
(Rear
~ost Office)
S
H
l
V
t
a civilian in the oil fields of ·Th
e
e
constantly
makes
the
a
lack
of
school
spirit
at
Xavier
ountain
quare
ote
.
·.·.
t k
f
·
Photostats' Dlscbarce Papers
Oklahoma, Major Boling was mis a e o supposmg that the or- this year. A1though not as eviof Terminal Leave
,i~l:l_C
..in_c1.·n.nal i_,0 bio··-n•,11
called to active duty in Febru- ganization of a university is no dent in outward signs, this spirit
~
II
ary, 1940. Early in 1941, he was
•
...
sent to Hawaii. A month before
the Japanese attack on Pearl
Harbor, he was married.
'
In the autumn of 1941, the
24th Infantry Division was organized and Major BoliI)g was
attached to the artillery unit. In
July of 1943, his unit was ordered
· ..
to Australia, and from there to
Good Enough . Island off the
coast of New Guinea, where his
outfit participated in the move
against Hollandia.
,
..From New Guinea, the 24th
worked up through the East
Indies Island chain to the Philippines where Major Boling saw
duty on Leyte, Luzon, and Mindinao. During these campaigns,
he picked up six battle stars.
The Major also personally witnessed the. recapture of Bataan
and Corregidor.
In July, '1945, after 49 months
of overseas d'uty, Major Boling
returned to the States and was
A covey of ideas for the home that every G-1 dre~med about . . . materialize in the cozy
ordered to Xavier.
:.J

.
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l-lome

has hit the ··town!

Art Museum
Features Modern
Innovations
The Cincinnati Art Museum,
under the direction of Philip
Rhys Adams, opened its doors
October 1 to celebrate its Sixtieth Anniversary. Mr. Adams
has endeavored to modernize the
museum, but the older concepts
of art are to be ll'etained. A proper setting for each ,type of art
and -piece of sculpture has been
worked out. Smoking alcoves for
the rclaxful study bf art have
been added. The second floor
galleries, closed for four years,
will be opened, completely remodeled and repaired.
The Museum will 1be open
daily, e~cept for holidays, and
there will be no admission
· charged. A staff of e~perts will
be on hand to explain the various paintings, sculptures, prints
and fabrics. There is also a
large and well-stocked library
for reference.

Don't Park In Faculty Area

G-ldea house furnished by Pogue's.

Filled to the brim with comfortable furnishings

th~t

~

express the gay, expectant outlook of the "Young Marrieds" it is a tangible realization of
what can be done with moderately priced furniture from a reputable store.

Don't
..__ _miss

seeing it!

Open daily for your inspection
,. We~kdays, 2 to 9 P.M.

Sundays, 9 A. M. to 9 P. M.
\

located at
Paxton Road and Paxton Woods Drive

Cliff . W. Springmeier-Builder.
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